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The Card of Xushi Bento House from Pleasanton includes about 15 different menus and drinks. On average, you
pay for a dish / drink about $5.4. What Steve T likes about Xushi Bento House:

I came back to give this place a second try and I liked their poke dish . While the sauce was sweeter than I liked,
the overall fish and vegetables were well made. read more. The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also

be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, and there is no-charge WiFi. What Ly Tai doesn't like
about Xushi Bento House:

Waited for almost 30 min for the order. It seems like they made other ppl's order first because I did not pay them
tips. Their tip options were also ridiculous that they were 18%, 20% and 22%.Their food was horrible as well. I

tasted one bite and I could tell they added some weird additives including MSG to it. Lucky that I did not finish it.
My bf finished it for me and he had allergic reaction in the middle of the... read more. With fresh ingredients like
fish, vegetables and meat, Xushi Bento House from Pleasanton prepares for you scrumptious sushi (e.g., Maki

and Te-Maki) and numerous other variations, Customers can enjoy the dishes from restaurant through a catering
service on-site or at the event. Xushi Bento House focuses on a lot of fresh vegetables, fish and meat in its

healthy Japanese cuisine, The meat is freshly prepared here on an open flame.
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Mai� course�
SUSHI

Sala�
GREEN SALAD $2.8

Sush�
KAPPA MAKI $4.8

Specia� Rol�
ROCK AND ROLL $8.5

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP $2.3

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME $5.0

Mid� Crunch� Roll�
CRUNCHY CALIFORNIA ROLL $8.5

Mante� Vega�
TERIYAKI SALMON

Japanes� Traditiona� Mak�
TEKKA MAKI $5.8

Deep Frie� Appet�er�
AGE-DASHI TOFU $6.5

SUSHI -CLASSICS-
AVOCADO MAKI $4.8

H�omak� (8 Un�)
SAKE MAKI $5.8

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
VEGETABLES

TERIYAKI
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:00 - 20:00
Wednesday 11:00 - 20:00
Thursday 11:00 - 20:00
Friday 11:00 - 20:00
Saturday 11:00 - 20:30
Sunday 11:00 - 20:00
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